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Abstract
The association between sleep duration and prostate cancer (PCa) risk is still unclear. We performed a systematic review and meta-
analysis to explore if sleep duration is associated with PCa in men.
A comprehensive literature search was conducted in November 2019 based on the Pubmed, Embase, and Cochrane databases.

After extracting the data, the random effects model was used to calculate the pooled Risk Ratio (RR) and it’s 95% confidence interval
(CI) to represent the correlation between sleep duration and PCa risk.
Overall, we included 6 studies in our meta-analysis. Our pooled results showed that neither short sleep (RR=0.99; 95%CI:0.91-

1.07, P= .74) nor long sleep (RR=0.88; 95%CI:0.75-1.04, P= .15) was associated with the risk of PCa.
Sleep duration has no significant effect on PCa risk. Long sleep may have a potential protective effect on PCa incidence.

Abbreviations: CI = confidence intervals, NOS = Newcastle-Ottawa score, PCa = prostate cancer, RR = risk ratio.
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1. Introduction

Prostate Cancer (PCa) is the most common cancer among men
and the second most common fatal cancer among men in the
United States.[1] PCa is a hormone - regulated tumor. Androgens
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play an important role in the development of tumors. Many
factors might be associated with the risk of PCa. A number of
factors can be used to build mathematical models for the
prediction and diagnosis of PCa, such as age, pentraxin 3,
prostate-specific antigen, absence of bladder outlet obstruction,
etc.[2,3] While sleep is very important for physical and mental
health.[4] Sleep duration, quality of sleep, and so on might be
related to the development of some diseases.[5,6]

Many studies have shown an association between sleep
duration and cancer, although their conclusions are inconsis-
tent.[7–9] To date, we still don’t know the relationship between
sleep duration and PCa risk. Therefore, we conduct a systematic
review and a comprehensive meta-analysis in order to further
investigate this issue.
2. Materials and methods

This meta-analysis was performed following the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Statement guidelines strictly.[10] All data used in this article
were from the original article and had previously been ethically
approved. So ethical approval was not necessary for our
article.
2.1. Literature search

We performed a comprehensive literature search based on
Pubmed, Embase, and Cochrane databases. The retrieval time
limit is from the beginning of database construction to November
29, 2019. There is no restriction on the retrieval language. The
flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. The retrieval algorithm is as
follows: (“sleep”) (”prostate cancer“ or ”prostate neoplasm" or
“prostate carcinoma”). At the same time, the references included
in the literature were searched to supplement the relevant
literature.
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Figure 1. Literature search for the meta-analysis.
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2.2. Selection criteria

The followingmodifiedPICOSguided eligibility screeningof studies:
(1)
 participants: adult population;

(2)
 intervention: not applicable;

(3)
 comparisons: exposure group vs reference group (short or

long sleep duration as the exposure of interest);

(4)
 outcomes: morbidity of PCa as the outcome of interest;

reported the relative risk (RR), hazard ratio or odds ratio, and
95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the association between
the sleep duration and PCa risk.
(5)
 study design: prospective study.
Studies were excluded if they
(1)
 had duplicated data;

(2)
 were reviews, reports, animal experiments, or genetic and cell

studies; or
2

(3)
 had insufficient data.

2.3. Quality assessment

Four independent reviewers (S Wu, B Zhang, M Guo, and Y
Zhang) used the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) to assess the
quality of studies.[11] NOS is a 9-star system, which includes 3
dimensions: selection (4 items), comparability (1 item), and
exposure/outcome (3 items). Studies of 1 to 3 stars were
categorized as low quality, 4 to 6 stars as moderate quality and
7 to 9 stars as high quality.

2.4. Data extraction

Data is extracted independently by 4 reviewers (S Wu, B Zhang,
M Guo, and Y Zhang) and conflicts are resolved through
discussion during the data extraction process. Data were
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extracted using a predeveloped worksheet: author, year of
publication, country of study, study design, number of patients,
sleep reference category; category for “short” and “long” sleep
duration, the RR, OR or hazard ratio for PCa risk for both short
and long sleep duration; corresponding 95% CI, follow-up time,
and NOS scores.

2.5. Statistical methods

STATA 12.0 software was used for analysis. For studies that
reported separate effect size estimates for the risk of PCa, we
combined these risk estimates within each study, weighted by the
inverse of the variance. RR values were used to assess the risk of
morbiditybetween the exposure groupand the reference group.The
analysis resultswerepresented in the formof95%CI.Heterogeneity
was examined by Cochrane Q statistical method (the level of
significancewas set at 0.1)[12] and evaluatedby I2.The smaller the I2

value, the smaller the heterogeneity. A P value< .1 for CochranQ
and I2>50%wereused as a cut-off for significant heterogeneity.[13]

In order to increase the CI of the results, theDerSimonian and Laird
random effects model were used for analysis in this study.
In the sensitivity analysis, the meta-analysis was re-conducted

after omitting each study in turn. Publication bias shall be
detected by Egger test and Begg test.[14]

3. Results

3.1. Study searches and characteristics

The detailed process of literature search is shown in Figure 1. A
total of 6 eligible studies[15–20] were eventually included in this
Table 1

We included 6 similar observational studies and recorded the numbe

Study(year) Country Design
sleep

duration
No. of total
paticipants

No. of
patien

Kakizaki2008 Japan Prospective cohort �6 2671 21
7-8 15127 87
≥9 4522 19

Gapstur2014 America Prospective cohort 3-5 9891 155
6 51997 801
7 119827 1859
8 108766 1842
9 11899 226
10-12 2809 46

Markt2015 Sweden Prospective cohort <5 533 43
6 4106 201
7 5571 332
8 2559 193
≥ 9 207 16

Dickerman2016 Finland Prospective cohort <7 1744 99
7-8 7771 405
>8 1653 92

Markt2016 America Prospective cohort <5 701 99
6 6257 752
7 15220 1894
8 8328 1235
9 1432 246
≥10 203 35

Gu2016 America Prospective cohort <5 4302 299
5-6 53099 4076
7-8 109976 9199
≥ 9 5950 470

NOS=Newcastle-Ottawa Scale, Pca=prostate cancer.

3

meta-analysis. All of the studies were designed as cohort studies.
Quality scores evaluated by the NOS ranged from 6 to 8. The
reference categories of sleep duration in each study were classified
as 7hours,[19] 7 to 8hours,[16–18,20] 8hours.[15] The main
characteristics of all included studies have been summarized in
Table 1.
3.2. Sleep duration and PCa risk

We analyzed the relationship between sleep duration and PCa
risk from 6 studies. The relationship between short sleep and PCa
risk is shown in Figure 2A. The relationship between long sleep
duration and PCa risk is shown in Figure 2B.
Obviously, the pooled results showed that the short sleep was

not associated with PCa risk (RR=0.99; 95%CI:0.91-1.07,
P= .74) and the long sleep was not associated with PCa as well
(RR=0.88; 95%CI:0.75-1.04, P= .15). In the aspect of
heterogeneity, the pooled results of the 6 studies we included
were of low heterogeneity for short sleep (I2=0%, PHeterogeneity

= .53, Figure 2A) and significant heterogeneity for long sleep
(I2=56.2%, PHeterogeneity= .04, Figure 2B). To explore the
sources of heterogeneity, we stratified the studies by region
subtypes. The results showed that neither short nor long sleep
was associated with PCa for different people from different
regions (Table 2).
3.3. Sensitivity analysis and publication bias

Sensitivity analysis demonstrated that no individual study
influenced the overall results for short sleep (Fig. 3A) and long
r of characteristic.

Pca
ts

Reference
category

Short duration
of sleep

Long duration
of sleep

follow-up
time(years)

NOS
score

7-8 h �6 h ≥9 h 6(1995-2001) 7

7 h 3-5 h 10-12 h 28(1982-2010) 7

8 h �5 h ≥9 h 13(1997-2010) 7

7-8 h <7 h >8 h 30(1981-2012) 6

8 h <5 h ≥10 h 23(1987-2010) 8

7-8 h <5 h ≥9 h 11(1995-2006) 8

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 2. Forest plot for the association of sleep duration and prostate cancer mortality.
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sleep (Fig. 3b). There was no evidence of publication bias in this
meta-analysis for short sleep (Begg tests: P= .45; Egger tests:
P= .46, Fig. 4A) and for long sleep (Begg tests: P= .24; Egger
tests: P= .13, Fig. 4B).
4

4. Discussion
This study incorporated 6 available published cohort studies
and provided a qualitative estimate of the association between
sleep duration and PCa risk. After integrating all the available



Table 2

Subgroup analyses for the effect of sleep duration on risk of prostate cancer.

Heterogeneity

Subgroup Author and Publication year of study RR(95%CI) P value I2 PHeterogeneity

Asia
Short sleep Kakizaki2008 1.34(0.83,2.17) .233 – –

Long sleep 0.48(0.29,0.79) .004 – –

America
Short sleep Gapstur2014, Markt2016, Gu2016 0.97 (0.89,1.05) .399 0.0% .509
Long sleep 0.92 (0.79,1.07) .258 33.9% .220

Europe
Short sleep Markt2015, Dickerman2016 1.04 (0.87,1.24) .693 0.0% .398
Long sleep 1.04 (0.85,1.27) .697 0.0% .519
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evidence, we found that neither short (RR=99; 95%CI:0.91-
1.07; P= .74) nor long(RR=0.88; 95%CI:0.75-1.04, P= .15)
sleep duration was associated with PCa.
Reviewing previous studies, Kakizaki et al[17] showed an

increased but not statistically significant risk of PCa in men who
slept less than 6 hours per night. Another study[19] showed that
short sleep (3-5hours)was associatedwith an increased risk of PCa
during the first 8 years of follow-up, compared to 7hours of sleep
per night. But after 28 years of follow-up time, the final results of
this study[19] showed that sleep duration was not associated with
PCa risk.Given that the follow-up time ofKakizaki et alwas only 6
years,we suspect that their conclusionswould have changed if they
had been followed longer. In fact, most studies[15,16,19,20] showed
that short sleepwas not associatedwith PCa risk, which supported
our conclusion. In our subgroup analysis of the region factor, the
results showed that short sleepwas not associatedwith PCa risk in
any region of the world. For long sleep duration, although with no
statistical significant, we suggest that there might be a potential
protective effect of long sleep on PCa incidence. Kakizaki et al[17]

found that men who slept more than 9hours per night had a 52%
lower risk of PCa. Markt et al[16] also considered that sleep ≥9
hours can reduce the risk of PCa. While other studies[15,18,19]

showed that a non-statistically significant decreased risk of PCa for
men with long sleep duration. In fact, people of different regions
and ethnicities have different lifestyles, so they are at different risk
for different types of cancer. Wemay be able to diagnose cancer in
part by reference to the patient’s ethnicity. Although our subgroup
analysisof region factordidnot showanyassociationbetween long
sleep and PCa risk. But that may change as more studies emerge.
Previous biological explanations for the association between

sleep duration and cancer risk have focused on melatonin.
Because previous studies thought that insufficient sleep was
associated with lower melatonin levels, presumably due to the
increased exposure to light from nighttime activities.[21,22]

Although the exact molecular mechanism is still unclear,
melatonin may play an anti-cancer role by inhibiting cell
proliferation and stimulating differentiation and apoptosis.[23]

And the lack of melatonin can promote tumor growth.[24] There
is also a lot of evidence show that melatonin has an anti-tumor
effect.[25–27] Some reports claimed that night work could reduce
the level of melatonin and be associated with increased risk of
cancers.[28–30] In fact, night work might be associated with the
decrease of melatonin levels, but that didn’t mean sleep duration
was directly related to the level of melatonin.[31,32] Short sleep
duration might indicate that sleep quality was good and short
sleep didn’t affect melatonin secretion. In addition, some factors
that affect sleep duration, such as aging and nocturia, were also
5

related to the risk of PCa. As is known to all, Sleep duration
decreased with aging,[33] and the probability of PCa was
associated with aging.[1] Therefore, aging might play an
important role in exploring the relationship between sleep
duration and PCa risk. Besides, the probability of nocturia
increased with age, and nocturia was significantly associated with
PCa in older men.[34] These are all potential biases in the
association between sleep time and PCa risk. In order to eliminate
the interference of these influencing factors as much as possible,
the data we adopted were adjusted for multivariate before meta-
analysis, which reduced the bias caused by various factors to
some extent.
Overall, our results suggested that sleep duration was not

associated with PCa risk. Long sleep may have a potential
protective effect on PCa incidence. The association between sleep
duration and PCa risk and more reasonable classification of sleep
duration warrant further investigation.
5. Limitation

Several limitations should be acknowledged in the meta-analysis.
First, the information on sleep duration comes mainly from
questionnaires, rather than objective measures, which might
make our classification of exposure factors less accurate. Second,
sleep duration is influenced by many factors. For example, short
sleep duration may be caused by pathological changes in the
body. Long sleep may indicate poor sleep quality, which may also
be due to pathological changes in the body, such as sleep apnea
syndrome. These pathologic changes may be directly related to
PCa. Finally, the follow-up time of our included literature varied
greatly, which may have influenced the results.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis for the association between sleep duration and prostate cancer in this meta-analysis. Through sensitivity analysis, we found that the
results of the literature included are stable and accurate.
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Figure 4. Funnel plots based on risk ratio (Begg test). No statistical publication bias was found in all literature.
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